dormakaba’s Mesker Business to Become Mesker MBM, LP
Sale expected to close the latest by June 30, 2022

MAY 2, 2022, INDIANAPOLIS – dormakaba has signed an agreement to sell its Mesker hollow
metal doors business to the key Principals of Trimco (Oceanside, California) and Metal
Manufacturing Industries/MMI (San Luis Potosi, Mexico). The sale is expected to close the
latest by June 30, 2022, the end of the current financial year. After, Mesker will operate under a
new entity known as Mesker MBM, LP.
Trimco is a recognized leader in the North American market for innovating, designing, and
manufacturing architectural hardware products. MMI is the premier hollow metal doors and
frames manufacturer in the Mexico market and exports its products to both Central and South
America.
“The key principals of the new Mesker MBM organization are proven industry veterans with a
strong, customer-centered vision for advancing the hollow metal doors business, with a
comprehensive product offering, reliable operations, and responsive regional service centers,”
said Alex Housten, President of dormakaba Region Americas. “Although dormakaba will no
longer manufacture hollow metal doors, our architectural specifications team will continue to
support Mesker as a PROAlliance partner by writing specifications across the full architectural
solutions offering from dormakaba, Trimco, ABH Manufacturing, NGP, and Mesker.”
dormakaba acquired Mesker in late 2016. The Design Hardware product line, which was
acquired along with the Mesker hollow metal door business, was separated and integrated
within dormakaba’s architectural hardware portfolio, where it will remain. The hollow metal doors
business operates under the Mesker, HMX, and WDX brand names in four locations: Phoenix,
Arizona; Huntsville, Alabama; Mesquite, Texas; and Deerfield Beach, Florida.
For more information about the sale, visit the dormakaba Group Newsroom.

About dormakaba
dormakaba makes access in life smart and secure. As one of the top three companies in the
industry, dormakaba is the trusted partner for products, solutions, and services for access to
buildings and rooms from a single source. With strong brands in its portfolio, the company and
its numerous cooperation partners are represented in over 130 countries worldwide.
dormakaba is listed on the SIX Swiss exchange, is headquartered in Rümlang
(Zurich/Switzerland) and generated a turnover of CHF 2.5 billion with around 15,000 employees
in financial year 2020/21.
SIX Swiss Exchange: DOKA

Further information about dormakaba Americas on dormakaba.com/us.
Further information about dormakaba Group on dormakabagroup.com/en.
Insights and inspiration from the world of access on blog.dormakaba.com.
News about dormakaba Americas on dormakabamernews.com.
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Disclaimer
This communication contains certain forward-looking statements including, but not limited to, those using the words “believes”,
“assumes”, “expects” or formulations of a similar kind. Such forward-looking statements reflect the current judgement of the
company, involve risks and uncertainties and are made on the basis of assumptions and expectations that the company believes to
be reasonable at this time but may prove to be erroneous. Undue reliance should not be placed on such statements because, by
their nature, they are subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors outside of the company's and the Group's
control which could lead to substantial differences between the actual future results, the financial situation, the development or
performance of the company or the Group and those either expressed or implied by such statements. Except as required by
applicable law or regulation, the company accepts no obligation to continue to report, update or otherwise review such forwardlooking statements or adjust them to new information, or future events or developments.
This communication does not constitute an offer or an invitation for the sale or purchase of securities in any jurisdiction.
dormakaba®, dorma+kaba®, Kaba®, Dorma®, Ilco®, LEGIC®, Silca®, BEST® etc. are registered trademarks of the dormakaba
Group. Due to country-specific constraints or marketing considerations, some of the dormakaba Group products and systems may
not be available in every market.

